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Abstract
Breast cancer (BC) is the second most common malignancy in the world, most commonly diagnosed
in women. Radiotherapy (RT) for left breast cancer (LBC) is followed by a higher incidence of ischemic
heart disease and an increased risk of death.
Radiotherapy was applied for 76 patients with LBC using tangential 3D conformal RT (3D CRT)
with two different radiotherapy techniques - free breathing (FB) and deep inspiration breath-hold
(DIBH). The patients were treated in the period 2016 - 2019 in the Oncology Center, Uni Hospital,
Panagyurishte, Bulgaria.
We present a comparative dosimetric analysis of the mean heart dose (MHD), mean and maximum
left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery doses and mean and maximum left ventricle doses
reported with two different radiotherapy techniques FB and DIBH. The linear regression statistical
analysis shows a significant decrease in the MHD with the DIBH technique. The left breast cancer
RT with the DIBH technique significantly reduces the mean heart dose and allows controlling the
maximum LAD dose and the maximum ventricle dose.

Introduction

Material and Methods

Breast cancer (BC) is the second most common
malignant tumour in the world and the most
common cancer among women (1). During
2018 the cases of newly diagnosed with BC were
around 2.1 million, 24.2% of the newly diagnosed
cancer women, or 11.6% of all new patients. BC
is the fifth reason for death in women, i.e. 627
000 deaths for 2018 or 15% of all reasons for
death (2). The prognosis of newly diagnosed BC is
overall good in the economically well developed
countries (2). Adjuvant radiotherapy (RT) in left
breast cancer (LBC) was followed by a higher
incidence of ischemic heart disease (IHD) and
an increased risk of premature cardiac death
(3,4). Comparing to the right breast cancer, the
reason is a higher radiation doses to the heart and
coronary arteries, especially during respiratory
movements of the chest (5). In order to optimize
target coverage while maintaining a low dose
to organs at risk (OAR), the RT techniques
with respiratory gating (RG), such as enhanced
inspiration gating and deep-inspiration breath
hold (DIBH), have successfully been implemented
in RT centres during the last decade (6-9).
Irradiation during deep inspiration breath-hold
(DIBH) increases the distance between planning
target volume (PTV) and heart (10,11). In this
study, we present a comparative dosimetric
analysis of the radiation doses to the heart, left
anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery (left
atrial) and left ventricle.

This study is quantitative retrospective dosimetric
analysis of postoperative RT in 76 patients with
left breast cancer after breast conserving surgery
between 2016-2019 in the Oncology Center MBAL
Uni Hospital, Panagiurishte, Bulgaria. 58 patients
(76.31%) were histologically verified with invasive
ductal carcinoma and 18 (23.69%) - invasive
lobular carcinoma. 42 patients (51%) were stage I,
28 (36.84%) – stage II, 1 (1.31%) – stage III. Median
age was 49 (range: 22-79). Radiotherapy was
applied for 76 patients with LBC using tangential
fields 3D conformal RT technique during DIBH
and free breathing (FB).
All patients underwent RT of left breast, 50 (65.8%)
had regional lymph node included. Adjuvant
chemotherapy was applied to 74 (97.37%) patients.
CT simulation with DIBH was performed on 43
patients (57%) with RPM Gating Varian Medical
System, whereas 33 patients (43%) were scanned
and irradiated during free breathing (FB).
Dosimetric planning was performed on Eclipse
Planning system with algorithm AAA13.6.
Radiation treatment was performed on linear
accelerator True Beam Edge with tangencial fields
3D CRT technique to total dose (TD) 50 Gy in 25
fractions for 5 weeks. The goal was 95% of the dose
to be delivered to the planned target volume (PTV)
and in the same time maximum organs at risk
(OAR) spearing to be achieved.
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Dosimeric results
This comparative dosimetric analysis examines the mean and
maximum doses to the heart and its structures (mean heart dose
(MHD), mean and maximum left anterior descending (LAD)
coronary artery doses and maximum left ventricle doses) for two
different radiotherapy techniques FB and DIBH. All dosimetric plans
were calculated for tangencial fields 3D CRT technique. The goal was
optimal homogeneity to the PTV and maximum OAR spearing.
Mean dosimetric coverage for 95% isodose (V95%) for the DIBH
group was 91.71% [Figure 1], whereas for the FB group - 91.3% [Figure
2]. Mean dose of the PTV was 100.79% for the DIBH group, whereas

100.26% for the FB group. Mean maximum dose for the DIBH group
was 110.12%, whereas 110.54% for the FB group. Figure 1 and Figure
2 represent axial slice of dose distribution in PTV for patients. Yellow
and pink arrows show the lateral heart-to-chest distance (HCD yellow) and the cardiac contact distance (CCD – pink), which are
individual for each patient.
The relation between the heart and its structures was examined
in case of DIBH and FB techniques. All patients were grouped by
intervals in order to divide them into subgroups according to their
mean heart dose, mean LAD dose, max LAD dose, mean and max
ventricle doses [Figures 3,4,5,6,7].

Figure 1. PTV dose distribution (V95%) in DIBH technique group with HCD and CCD parameters.

Figure 2. PTV dose distribution (V95%) in the free breathing (FB) group with HCD and CCD parameters.

Figure 3. Distribution of patients (%) by subgroups compared
to mean heart dose (Gy).
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Figure 4. Distribution of patients (%) by subgroups compared
to max LAD dose (Gy).
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Figure 8. Determination coefficient formula, linear regression
model.
The analysis of DIBH radiation technique shows correlation between
the values of mean heart dose and maximum LAD dose/R 2 =0.5362,
r=0.349. This linear relation is not confirmed when FB techniques is
applied / R 2 =0.1216, r= 0.349 [Figure 9].

Figure 5. Distribution of patients (%) by subgroups compared
to mean LAD dose (Gy).

Figure 9. Relation between mean heart dose and maximum
dose in LAD with both techniques - DIBH and FB.

Figure 6. Distribution of patients (%) by subgroups compared
to max ventricle dose (Gy).

The analysis of the DIBH group indicates dependence between
mean heart dose and mean LAD dose R 2 =0.751, r=0.867, which is
confirmed in the FB group R 2 =0.7197, r=0.848 [Figure 10].

Figure 10. Relation between mean heart dose and mean LAD
dose with both techniques - DIBH and FB.
Figure 7. Distribution of patients (%) by subgroups compared
to mean ventricle dose (Gy).
The mean heart dose (MHD) is 1.58 ± 1.13Gy in DIBH group,
and 3.09Gy ± 1.86Gy in FB group. The mean LAD dose is 10.56 ±
10.21Gy in DIBH group, and 22.62 ± 11.87Gy in FB group. The mean
maximum LAD dose is 23.65 ± 16.89Gy in DIBH group and 42.16
± 10.29Gy in FB group. The mean ventricle dose is 3.27 ± 2.62Gy in
DIBH group, and 6.98 ± 3.91Gy in FB group. The mean maximum
ventricle dose is 30.14 ± 16.81Gy in DIBH group, and 46.98 ± 5.35Gy
in FB group. Irradiation with free breathing technique shows two
times higher values for mean heart dose, mean ventricle and mean
LAD dose. The mean maximum LAD dose is increased by 56%, and
maximum ventricle dose by 65%. Analysis of the relation between all
those values and confirmation of linear correlation between the two
techniques is performed by calculating correlation coefficient (r) and
linear regression model with determination coefficient (R2) (Figure 8).
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Figure 11. The relation between the mean heart dose and the
maximum left ventricle dose with both techniques - DIBH and
FB.
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The analysis of DIBH radiation technique shows correlation between
the values of mean heart dose and maximum ventricle dose / R 2 =
0.4779, r= 0.691, the corresponding correlation is not maintained by
the FB group / R 2 = 0.0495, r= 0.560 [Figure 11].
The analysis of the DIBH technique shows a relation between the
values of mean heart dose and mean left ventricle dose / R 2 = 0.7774,
r=0.882, the corresponding is confirmed in the group with FB / R 2 =
0.9076, r=0.953 [Figure 12].

gating (RG) not dependent on the system being used compared to
free-breathing (FB) (17). For 3D conformal RT, comparative analysis
between the IMRT and 3D conformal RT during DIBH, determined
significantly lower mean heart dose and contralateral breast dose (p
<0.01) at a significantly higher average dose to PTV (p <0, 01) (18).
Regardless of the technique used (DIBH or FB), mean LAD dose and
mean left ventricle dose are significantly affected by the mean heart
dose. The linear regression statistical analysis reported a significant
decrease in the MHD in the DIBH technique. The left breast cancer RT
with the DIBH technique, significantly reduces the mean heart dose
and allows controlling the maximum LAD dose and the maximum
ventricle dose. The reduction in the mean cardiac dose by 3.4 Gy
was equivalent to a 13.6% reduction in the predicted increased risk
of heart disease after RT (13). The DIBH technique allows achieving
lower doses to cardiac structures without significantly changing the
dose homogeneity in PTV and allows for the application of more
modern radiotherapy techniques (4,15,18).

Conclusion

Figure 12. The relation between the mean heart dose and the
maximum left ventricle dose with both techniques - DIBH and
FB.

Discussion
Since the beginning of the application of 3D CRT for breast cancer
irradiation it proved to be a challenge to radiation professionals. The
maximum heart dose has been compared to irradiation with various
static 3D conformal techniques- with separate tangential fields and
with tangential fields with one separate field for the regional lymph
nodes irradiation. The maximum dose values to the heart are directly
dependent on the applied radiation technique. In the left breast RT
with tangential fields 3D CRT, the maximum dose to the heart is
20-45 Gy, and with tangential fields in combination with a separate
additional field- 0-30 Gy (12). The optimization of the breast cancer
3D conformal RT, continues by standardizing various radiation
techniques in order to reduce the dose to the heart and lung (13).
Affecting the left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery, which
extends from left atrium to left ventricle, is the most common cause
of late cardiac ischemic toxicity. An algorithm has been developed for
positioning the tangential fields for homogeneous dose distribution
in PMO and radiation dose <10 Gy to the anterior descending
coronary artery (14). Increasing the average dose to the heart with
1Gy increases the risk of serious coronary complications by 7.4%
(3). In patients with LBC, irradiation in the deep inhalation phase
by controlling respiratory movements, creates the possibility of
reducing the dose in the cardiac structures (4,15). The expansion of
the pulmonary parenchyma in deep inspirium causes a displacement
of the heart and its maximum distance from the planned tumor
volume (PTV) (10,11,14).
The average mean heart dose was reduced from 3.7 to 1.7 Gy and the
number of patients with 5% heart volume receiving 25 Gy or more was
reduced from four to one of the 17 patients. The average mean LAD
dose was reduced from 18.1 to 6.4 Gy (16) The retrospective linear
regression analysis confirms, that the breathing retention technique
allows a reduction in the mean heart dose without compromising
homogeneous dose distribution in PTV. Regardless of the technique
(DIBH or FB), mean LAD and mean ventricule dose values are
significantly affected by the mean heart dose, which is halved
when respiratory arrest is held in deep inspiration. Our dosimetric
correlation analysis of DIBH radiation technique shows correlation
between the values of mean heart dose and maximum LAD dose /R 2
=0.5362, r=0.349. All centres showed increased V95% target coverage
and similar or lower mean heart dose (MHD) when using respiratory
Japan J Res. (2020) Vol 1, Issue 2

The presented dosimetric retrospective analysis in left breast cancer
RT confirms the advantage of the radiation technique in the deep
breathing phase. We report good control of the mean heart dose
and its structures with an acceptable dose homogeneity in PTV.
Regardless of the technique used (DIBH or FB), mean LAD dose and
mean left ventricle dose are significantly affected by the mean heart
dose. The linear regression statistical analysis reported a significant
decrease in the MHD in the DIBH technique. The left breast cancer
RT with the DIBH technique, significantly reduces the mean heart
dose and allows controlling the maximum LAD dose and the
maximum ventricle dose.
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